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'l'hc arrangement L l 1night also be used in the manufacture of screws of
small dimensions, thus: let 1\1 G in the figure represent a portion of an axis or
spindle, comprized between the two supporting pieces or puppets r and p, and
on which it is required to cut a screw, and let the portion AG of its prolongation
be supposed to have a screw already cut upon it; this portion is supported by
the puppet q; the screw AG passes into the nut s, and is not at liberty to turn.
The bar AB is carried by the nut s, and has a free rotation on the point A; a
longitudinal groove or opening n m ad1nits the fixed cylindrical stud c.
The bar CD slides between the apertures of the three puppets r, p and q;
it carries the cutting tool K, and the perpendicular arm E F. From a part of
this arm, there projects the cylindrical stud a, which passes through the groove
n 111 of the arm AB. If the axis Al\I be 1nade to revolve, the nut s will advance
towards G, and will carry with it the bar C D; the cutting tool K will conse
quently move with a velocity which may be varied at pleasure.
An application of tliis arra11gen1ent to a n1achine for cutting fusees is shewn in
Thiout's Traite d'horlogerie, vol. i, page 70.
SECTION XI.
To convert direct cir.cular rnotion, of uniform velocity, or which 1·s variable ac
cording to tt gii:en law, into alternate mot·ion in a given curve, of -oelocity
similar to that of the original motion, eitlier equable, or variable according
to a given law, and in the same or in clijf'erent planes oj· direction.

\,Ve are not acquainted with any di1·ect n1ethod of solution of this problem;
but if the given direct circular motion, he converted into alternate circular
motion, by 1neans of any of the methods exhibited in the examples of Section 9,
these 1nay be again converted into alternate motion in a g·iven curve, by any of
the 1nethods shewn in Section 10, and by the arrangcn1ent A 20.

